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Welcome to the APCM (Annual Parochial Church Meeting) 
The Bible is full of metaphors and illustrations for how God sees his Church: a bride; an 
army; a holy temple; a flock of sheep; and many other pictures beside. In John 15 Jesus uses 
the language of a vineyard to describe His people. This is a particularly helpful image to keep 
in mind as we hold our Annual Parochial Church Meeting. 
 
The health of a vine is dependent on numerous factors, many of which Jesus draws upon in 
communicating His vision of His people to us. The roots are important, but so too is the 
ground that roots find themselves in and the nutrients and water they can draw upon. 
Pruning can be critical, as can allowing other branches to grow as the sun enables them to 
do so. 
 
In our APCM today, I wonder if we might think of one specific idea from the picture of a 
vineyard: the trellis. 

The trellis will never be harvested or enjoyed in the same way that a bunch of grapes, a 
bowl of raisins or a glass of wine will be. The trellis will never provide the quality of shade on 
a hot day like that of the vine leaves, but it is a key feature of the vineyard. 
 
The trellis is not the vine, but it is there to help the vine grow. 
 
In the Church of England, we have lots of structures and systems. Our PCCs, Church Laws, 
Deanery Synods and many other groups are there to act like a trellis. They are not really the 
Church itself, but they are supposed to help the Church (the Vine) find help and support as 
we seek to grow and produce fruit as the people of God. 
 
As we think about finance, elect PCC members and discuss all that we own as a parish (all of 
which are set items for any APCM), I pray that we will approach this as good gardeners. How 
can we strengthen the trellis to support the bulging growth? Has part of the trellis – which 
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may have been very useful in days past – reached the point where it is in fact needing to be 
replaced or reordered to encourage better growth? And so on… 
 
So then, welcome to this year’s APCM. I hope that you’ll have your tape measure, hammer, 
saw and nails at the ready to consider how we can best prepare the structures of Eastleigh 
Parish Church to be ready for the best-possible crop of fruit from the True Vine (Jesus 
Christ) in years to come. 
 

Revd Ian Fletcher 
Vicar, EPC 
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Annual Parochial Church Meeting 
Agenda 

 
 
9:30am  Welcome from the Chairman, Revd Ian Fletcher, and: 

• A song of worship: Be Thou my Vision 

• Opening prayer 
 
Item 1   Opening Business: 

• Appointment of Secretary 

• Record of Attendance 

• Apologies 
 
Item 2   Review of Minutes of 2019 APCM 
 
Item 3   The Electoral Roll: 

• Report from Electoral Roll Officer 

• Appointment of Electoral Roll Officer 
 
 
Item 4   The Annual Report, including: 

• Financial Statements for PCC (year ending Dec 31st 2019) 

• Appointment of Independent Examiner 

• Presentation of Terrier Log & Inventory 
 
Item 5   Opportunity for Q & A 
 
Item 6   2020 Vision: A Presentation to the Parish 
 
Item 7   Election of Officials 

• Church Warden(s) 

• PCC 

• Deanery Synod 
 
Item 8   Closing Business 

• Date of next PCC meeting (7:30pm Monday 26th Oct 2020) 

• Date of 2021 APCM (proposal: 9:30am Sat 24th April 2021) 

• Date of next Deanery Synod (7:30pm Monday 23 Nov 2020) 

• Closing Prayer 
 

-- 
 

We will aim to finish by 11am 
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APCM Reports 
 

The following pages contain various reports prepared by several church officers. The 
financial report and data are available separately. We are very grateful to all who have 

contributed to these reports. 
 
PCC 
The PCC has met 8 times since the 2019 APCM. The membership and structure of the PCC 
has been as follows (names in italics with *star are non-PCC members of sub committees): 
 
Standing Committee (also known as Ministry Leadership Team) 

 Ian Fletcher (Vicar) 
 Adrian Nance (LLM) 
 Sue Fletcher (Deanery Synod Rep) 
 Bronnie Watson 
 Phil Watson (Church Warden) 
 Stacey Warren (Secretary – resigned in early 2020 due to house move) 

 
Buildings Maintenance Committee 

 Geoff Chadwick (chair) 
 Keith Pickering (Deputy Church Warden since July 2020) 
 *Julie Lewis 

 
Operations 

 Sue Fletcher (chair) 
 Bronnie Watson 
 Peta Windsor 
 Linda Pickering (on PCC since July 2020) 
 Sandra Kneller (on PCC since July 2020) 
 *Dave Savage (Health & Safety) 
 *Abi Taylor (Safeguarding) 
 *Dot Chadwick (Electoral Roll Officer) 

 
Workforce 

 Ian Fletcher (chair) 
 Sue Fletcher 
 Stacey Warren (resigned in early 2020 due to house move out of parish) 

 
Finance 

 Phil Watson (chair) 
 Adrian (Treasurer) 
 Ian Fletcher 

 
Other PCC Members 

 John Attenborough (Ordinand) 
 Alan Howarth 
 Steve Warren (Church Warden – resigned mid 2020) 
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Safeguarding 
As Chair of the PCC I can confirm that the PCC has complied with all necessary legislation 
regarding Safeguarding, including the House of Bishops of Guidance under section 5 of the 
Safeguarding and Clergy Discipline Measure 2016. 
 
A copy of our Safeguarding Policy is available via our website (and is prominently displayed 
on our home page) and also in our church buildings. 
 
Our Safeguarding Officer is Abi Taylor and she can be contacted on 07380 204092 or 
via Safeguarding@EastleighParish.com. 

Revd Ian Fletcher 
 
 
GDPR 
As Chair of the PCC I can confirm that the PCC has complied with all necessary legislation 
regarding GDPR. 
 
The PCC are keen to appoint a new GDPR Officer. Please speak to either Ian or Sue Fletcher 
for more details. A GDPR Officer does not necessarily need to be a member of PCC, but 
could act on their behalf on this issue. 

Revd Ian Fletcher 
 

 
Health & Safety 
The PCC Health & Safety Officer is Dave Savage. Although not a member of the PCC, Dave 
has been invaluable in the help and advice that he has given this past year. Aided by Dot C 
and others with expertise in this area, Dave S has enabled us to respond to the many 
challenges raised by the recent pandemic – and all of this in addition to his regular role of 
advising on safety issues across the work of EPC. In particular, the reopening of our buildings 
following the COVID-19 lockdown called for a huge amount of careful work in this area. 

 
Revd Ian Fletcher 

 
 
Reflections of a Church Warden 
I am now nearing the end of my third term as Church Warden here at Eastleigh Parish 
Church and little did I know that when I last attended the Archdeacon’s Visitation in June 19, 
this last term of office would be both the longest and the most eventful so far! 
 
During that period there have been times to celebrate what God is doing in Eastleigh, 
opportunities to share the Gospel in the wider community (Light Party), times of trouble, 
times of sadness and times of joy. Obviously, the big change we all had to come to terms 
with was the ‘lockdown’ and then adapting to living, working and worshipping under the 
new Covid-19 restrictions. 
 
At the start of the ‘lockdown’, as a member of the Ministry Leadership Team (MLT), we 
were so fortunate to have Ian as our Vicar, as he very quickly grasped at the latest 

mailto:Safeguarding@EastleighParish.com
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technology available to keep us all connected when we were all confined to our homes. The 
speedy introduction of ‘Zoom’ based services, followed by the telephone service on Sunday 
mornings allowed us all to still have fellowship, to hear the Word of God and to worship 
Jesus in our own way.  
 
As MLT we continued to meet ‘virtually’ during lockdown to pray together and discern what 
God’s next plans are for Eastleigh and how we can all best serve Him in our parish. One of 
those plans that we took to PCC for approval was to have ‘Church on the Green’ outside St 
Francis on Sunday mornings during September. This proved to be a tremendous success and 
we were able to enjoy fellowship with both regular worshippers from EPC, as well as with 
members of other congregations in and around Eastleigh. We were also blessed with dry 
and for the most part sunny weather. It also gave the Church Warden some much needed 
exercise in being part of the lawn mowing team! Thanks to my wife, Bronnie, and Keith 
Pickering for all your help in this task. 
 
None of us really know what is going to happen over the next few months with the current 
pandemic, however, what we do know is that the Gospel of Jesus never changes and I will 
do my best to support Ian and the MLT in whatever the Lord has planned for the next 12 
months or longer! 
 

Phil Watson 
Church Warden 

 
 
Building Maintenance Committee 
The current pandemic had created some access issues but thanks to the Committee 
Members for maintaining their interest when isolated from the church building for the 
lockdown months. We have since been able to restart the 6-monthly inspections of all 
buildings that have thankfully showed no significant defects. After the expensive repair to 
one burner of the All Saints gas heating system earlier last year the annual maintenance 
checks on the rest of the system went well. Gas boilers in the Meeting Room and at St. 
Francis were serviced and safety certificates provided. We were advised that the boiler in 
the Meeting Room was obsolete regarding most spare parts and we will be replacing that 
during the imminent half-term period. 
 
Lamps have been replaced at All Saints, the Meeting Room and at St. Francis, including one 
complete light fitting held together by a paper wedge made from 1997 Yellow Pages. Toilet 
seats have been changed, new washers put in tea boilers, ballcocks replaced in cisterns; 
some of these repairs seem to repeat every few years. The number of small jobs hovers at 
about 50, but thankfully they are mostly cosmetic in nature. New locks have been fitted to 
the main door at St. Francis and we now have a digital lock for the building allowing us 
better control without the worry of losing keys (thanks to the Vicar), and a keyed lock for a 
second door to give access if that digital lock fails. Roof tiles have been replaced at All Saints 
and gutter cleaning undertaken to stop seepage into the choir vestry. A recent significant 
leak in the original lead pipework supplying water to the rear kitchenette and toilet has 
been repaired by replacement of the pipe, but not before it had caused substantial cosmetic 
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damage to the wall between the Lounge and the Office. We have fitted a smart meter for 
the gas supply at All Saints and are looking into introducing internet control for the boilers 
in both the Meeting Room and St. Francis over the next few months. This will allow us to 
cater for the conflicting heating needs of different hirers and to reduce the overall gas 
usage. 
 
The material state of all our buildings remains in good condition for their respective ages, 
and we intend to continue gradually to improve the cosmetic appearance while maintaining 
the essential services in safe conditions. 
 

Geoff Chadwick 
 
 
Operations: Summary 
Gosh, what a year 2020 has turned out to be! Even so, some wonderful things have 
happened at EPC. Looking back at both 2019 and 2020 so far, it is good to be reminded of 
these many things. 
 
I am finding this report for APCM really difficult as I now realise that I do the bulk of my 
writing from memory, but since this report covers most of 2019 (since our last APCM in April 
2019),  it is difficult to remember what happened when, as it all seems so long ago now and 
I am having to remember 2 sets of annual events and services for example and the dates 
when things happened! Therefore, please forgive me if there are some gaps and a bit of 
vagueness; and if there are wonderful things that I have forgotten, please forgive me (as 
they all seemed like more than just the last 18 months!). 

Sue Fletcher 
 
The following are the areas (divisions) I look after with the help of a few wonderful people: 
 
Admin and Communications 
There have been a lot of challenges and an awful lot happening in this division of operations 
since April 2019.  
 
We saw Jayne Warren depart as our part time administrator at the end of May 2019. Both 
2019 and 2020 have been very challenging with Admin and Comms as a huge amount of the 
work has had to be absorbed by Ian and Sue and recently increasingly Adrian as well. This 
has also been exacerbated by the huge amount of extra work Covid19 situation has 
presented us with. Support has been very welcome from Margaret Howell with the booking 
and admin of our halls, weddings and funerals. Margaret is now stepping down from hall 
bookings and handing that part of her role on to Linda Pickering with support from Adrian 
and myself. Andrés Prieto continues to help troubleshoot any ChurchSuite problems. Dom 
did a great job producing Outlook until Feb/ March 2020, when he took a break due to a 
house move and the birth of his 2nd child all at about the same time. Ian has taken this back 
on for now. A new Laser Jet printer was purchased in 2019 and has greatly improved the 
quality and reduced the cost of production of our printed materials. We have had some 
graphics and website help from Joseph Fletcher and some website maintenance from James 
Taylor. Andrew Ross also helped in the office on a Tuesday morning for a couple of months 
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and did some baptism admin. Communications has been increasingly important during 
lockdown / COVID restrictions, particularly with Facebook, our website and Outlook. Our 
website footfall has massively increased throughout the pandemic and people have 
reported that Outlook has particularly helped them feel connected to what has been going 
on during Covid19 times. 
 
AV 
Ian has continued to slowly upgrade and improve our sound and visual equipment. Over the 
last few years we have had some very generous donations for both Audio and Visual 
equipment and another gift arrived in May 2019 in the addition of a pair of EV speakers 
which greatly enhanced the sound quality in the All Saints’ building. 
 
The advent of lockdown in March 2020 and restrictions saw an epic effort and vision from 
Ian, using  the technology that we had available to us, to ensure that in some way all our 
church congregants and many others have largely had the opportunity to engage in a 
service in both a style and accessibility to suit them if they so chose. This has been largely 
possible due to the help, ability and commitment of Andrés Prieto and Ashton Partridge, 
almost every week since March to help drive Zoom and Facebook and latterly combining 
that with those who are able to get to the building as well. Geoff has also been supporting 
one visually impaired person to navigate the telephone service each week. Geoff’s role in 
our Covid Action Plan in the support of helping people who would otherwise have struggled 
to embrace the technology; a role that has been both essential and invaluable. 
 
Courses 
In 2019 Phil and Bronnie’s DG ran a great Alpha course for 15+ people in the All Saints’ 
Church Building. The All Saints’ building hosted a Recovery Course as part of a CTiE initiative. 
A number of people from EPC helped as part of the team (I can’t remember all of you as it 
was well over a year ago now, so am loathe to mention a list of names, but I do seem to 
remember Daryl Yates and Margaret Bennett opening and closing the building most weeks 
between them). Ian and Sue hosted a weekly Marriage/ Marriage Preparation course for 4 
or so couples. In early 2020 an Alpha course hosted by Andrew and Kate morphed into the 
Bible Course and proved to be quite popular and very worthwhile. Lots of great meals were 
provided by lots of different people for these courses. 
 
Events 
Looking back, 2019 was a bumper year with lots of great fun stuff going on. I am sure to 
forget a few things… 
 
Jayne Martin ran at least 2 of her quizzes. The one in November ’19 outgrew St Francis’ and 
was held at All Saints’ and had by far the largest amount of people that I have ever seen at 
any these. There was wonderful hot food from Peta as well. The (2019) summer saw a 
cream tea and a BBQ at the Vicarage and a series of ‘Summer Socials’ including a skittles and 
games night, a board game night and fish and chip quiz night. The Hawkins family then went 
on to run a few family games nights later in the year. We also hosted the CTiE Hope cream 
tea for older folk. I am sure I have forgotten some things, but the highlight of 2019 has to be 
the Light Party on the green outside of St Francis’, which blessed so many of the local 
people. This was a fantastic night with a stage that was hosted by Ian and James Taylor 
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introducing acts from Belinda’s line dancing (which included Ian and James) to the Amazing 
Noel Robinson and his gospel band from London. Dave Savage did an awesome site plan 
(with fancy electrics installed and all sorts) and permissions applied for. Peta cooked a 
brilliant meal for the team and band. During the evening we had hot drinks from Phil and 
Bronnie, hot dogs from Peta and Kay, children’s activities from Katie Prieto (ably assisted by 
Daisy & Charlie) and face painting from Annabelle Watson and Beth Harding, candy floss 
provided by Jayne & Amy, a prayer tent with the Ross’, the Pickerings and Alan, a quality 
first aid station with Dave Savage and Dave Lewis (we had to be the best place in Eastleigh 
to have an accident or be taken ill that night) a brilliant team of stewards, too many to 
mention by name, but led by Andrés Prieto, a ‘brightest’ fancy dress competition, a bouncy 
castle, and numerous glow sticks. Ashton also set up wonderful lights all around the outside 
of the lawn. The stage which took a couple of days to build was built by Ian and his team 
which involved lifting, shifting, Steve’s van, and lots of driving stuff around from people like 
Ian, Ashton, Darryl, Steve Warren, Dan Bentall and Bronnie. We had overnight security from 
Joseph Fletcher and Kimon (Xenia’s son). I remember the Lunn Rockliffe’s (at that time, 
newly arrived in the parish) getting stuck in on the night and Rachel Price being one of the 
last ‘men’ standing (so to speak) with Ian, Ashton dismantling the stage and scaffolding. I 
also remember the rain falling almost as the last piece of scaffolding or gazebo piece was 
dismantled and put away. Perfectly timed, God is good. So many more jobs and people that 
I have forgotten to mention who worked very hard. 
 
Another highlight must have been in the following year during the 2020 lockdown when we 
had 100s of devices (and thus many 100s of people) on Facebook & YouTube following our 
first ‘Lockdown Quiz’. We ran a few successful subsequent quizzes. Ian, Katie, Kayleigh and 
Jayne Martin hosted these. Ian and Joseph streamed and drove the event (from Joseph’s 
bedroom), and I expect Andres and Ashton had something to do with it. I also remember 
the Bradford’s v the Prieto’s competing in the ‘Covid Countdown’ with James and Abi doing 
the cleaver stuff with numbers and letters. These events helped us both serve and engage-
with a large section of our local community. 
 
Facilities 
Facilities is mainly about seeing that our buildings (and sometimes our people) are ready for 
action, that things are clean, tidy and in the right place, supplies obtained, knowing what is 
happening and responding to it, whether it be different services, ministry activities and 
hirers. Sandra has been our paid cleaner/caretaker for all our buildings for the last couple of 
years and a significant part of the solution but not all of it. Sandra has been trying to move 
on from this role for a while but has kindly agreed to stay on at St Francis’ until after 
Christmas to help us cope with the complications that the Covid situation has thrown at us. 
We will advertise in January for someone else unless another solution presents itself. Keith 
Pickering has taken on the All Saints’ site. These paid roles are only for a few hours a week 
so there is still a lot else to do. Sandra has given all the buildings a thorough clean during the 
latter stage of lockdown whilst they were empty. Bronnie looks after the kitchen area at All 
Saints’ and gets the supplies for that. Darryl has been the verger/AV person for a number of 
school and other events.   
 
Getting the buildings ready for reopening post lockdown was a huge task, but we have 
broken the back of it now. Keeping up with changing regulations and guidelines, looking at 
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health and safety, devising, systems, buying stuff, sorting risk assessments, getting signage, 
speaking and communicating to our hirers, extra cleaning and generally problem solving to 
explain some of it. I have been working with Ian and Adrian very closely with lots of this and 
we are all pretty exhausted. Dave has been invaluable and thankfully Margaret Howell 
stayed on in her hall bookings role a bit longer than panned and that helped enormously 
with that side of things. 
  
Gardening 
Richard Jennings has done some great work at All Saints’ all through lockdown and in 2019 
with some help from the Pickering’s and Liz Cross. Sandra has maintained the flower bed 
along the front of St Francis as part of her role there, and has been ably assisted by Jayne 
Hawley too. 
 
Health and Safety  
(See also note from Ian above.) Dave Savage continues to be a great asset to have at EPC as 
well as being a lovely member of our church family. There is always something that I and 
others are consulting him on, whether it be with risk assessments, first aid or just advice. 
One of the many things he did in 2019 was to run a fire drill training session for our 
wardens, sides persons and people who lead groups, courses or events. Dave has been 
invaluable during Covid helping us navigate things like reopening the buildings from services 
to some of our hall hirers. 
 
Children’s Ministry (0-11s) 
The big news here is that Michael Weatherall arrived at EPC in September and is now our 
Youth and Children’s Minister. Michael came highly recommended from Christchurch in 
Winchester after completing a yearlong internship with them. Michael has already got really 
stuck in and is busy getting to know everyone. A little flavour of what he has been up to can 
be seen on our Children’s Ministry Page on our website. 
 
Since our last APCM in 2019, and with Stacey Egan moving on from her post as Community 
Pastor that April, the bulk of our children’s groups were on a Sunday morning, but we 
longed to to do so much more. Here we ran creche+ for pre school aged kids and DJs for 
children of Primary school age. Jim and Nina, who started Crèche+ were sorely missed when 
they moved away and although a few people stepped in to make sure that we had enough 
leaders, the main regular suspects who kept it going were Kay Partridge, Carla Hollinghust, 
Linda Pickering, Jayne Hawley and Stuart Ramsden. Sandra, Katie Prieto, Andrew and Kate 
Ross ran DJs with Katie preparing and running a craft table for both groups once a month. 
Mid-week Carla took over the running of Stay and play with Zoe and during that time we 
saw Rona’s café open for a while.  
 
Lots of prayer and planning and thought went into the decision to employ a Children and 
Families Minister and early in 2020 Andy and Jo arrived with their 3 boys, but sadly this 
didn’t work out as we had hoped and they resigned from the posts in May 2020. 
 
Youth Ministry (11-18s) 
2019 saw the beginning of our youth group/DG fondly known as ‘Youth’. With Ian, Joseph, 
Beth and Josh Collins at the helm. Vicky helped with quality hot chocolates and snacks and 
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lots of table tennis and Nintendo switch was played alongside Bible study. Youth Alpha was 
then completed, and more games played. Michael W & Joseph now lead this group. 
 
In addition to our church-based youth ministry, Ian has continued to act as Chaplain to 
Barton Peveril 6th Form College where he regularly meets with students & staff to support 
them, mentors some pupils, and is often asked to contribute to lessons and various college 
initiatives. 
 
DGs (Discipleship Groups) 
We currently have 6 DGs. 4 are currently meeting on Zoom, one is on hold and another 
meets in person. A daytime one is waiting to start, and Michael is hoping to launch a few 
family DGs very soon. Lots of different things have been studied and all the DGs recently 
looked at ‘Multiply’ by Francis Chan. Ian ran a reading group in the summer of ’19 at 2 
different times of day. At that time, we read and studied ‘The Prodigal God’ by Tim Keller. 
This filled a very helpful gap for when some of the DGs find it hard to meet in the Summer 
holidays. 
 
One key part of our DG programme in 2020 was the 2020:Vision material that was 
discussed/studied at all our DGs, and enhanced by the Sunday teaching programme. The 
MLT have been keen to incorporate the feedback that they received from the DGs into their 
planning for the future. 
 
After today we are hoping to put a lot more emphasis on our DGs and relooking looking 
what we are hoping to achieve within them and how they can fit better into the whole life 
at EPC. We are looking forward to new DGs starting in the coming weeks and months. 
 
Pastoral Care 
Pastoral care is intrinsic to and embedded into all areas of church life. Ian, Adrian and I have 
been busy here, as have our DGs and our Home Communion visitors. The more DGs we have 
and the stronger they become the better and wider our pastoral care will be. Good 
administration and communication are also vital. Whilst the communication platforms are 
well covered and working, we are struggling with general admin as we are spread so thinly. 
ChurchSuite helps a lot, I think. We have a growing pastoral visiting team which Sandra 
Kneller is now coordinating and putting her BCM (pastoral) to good use. We are now 
starting to visit people for the house bound albeit for just chat and prayer and not home 
communion again yet. Photos of team members are on our website so people can recognise 
who they are, and badges being produced.  Ian now has an emerging Fleming House Team 
(which Covid has put on pause on for now). Ian is the only person in the hospital visiting 
team, so that needs expanding.  
 
With the arrival of the Coronavirus our Covid Action Plan emerged. The details of this can be 
found from the home page on our website. Copies were delivered to folk who don’t have 
internet. Its scope is wide, and many people are involved. I would love to see many of the 
teams and ministries carrying on permanently beyond Covid. 
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Prayer Ministry 
Tuesday and Thursday Morning Prayer meetings have been continuing (now also via Zoom) 
and much prayer has taken place in people’s homes, on the telephone and in gardens too. 
Bronnie has been coordinating the EPC prayer requests page on Facebook which is a closed 
group to people who are part of our church family. The dates for ‘Prayer and Fasting’ are in 
Outlook, Facebook, on our website and via My ChurchSuite. DGs remain critical in delivering 
prayer to church family. This is also part of our pastoral visitors briefing and Ian, Adrian and I 
are very available and active as usual. Of course, everyone in our church family can and 
many do play an incredibly important part of this naturally. We enjoyed a prayer Ministry 
training event in mid 2019 and had hoped to run more this year until Covid changed our 
plans. We will look at running some prayer ministry training online (or maybe or in groups of 
6?) in the near future. 
 
Services 
In 2019 we continued to run our 3 Sunday services at 8, 9.30 and 11 as well as our midweek 
communion service. We had our usual array of other services like Ash Wednesday, Easter 
week Compline, an Evensong instigated by Sam (with an afternoon tea included), Maundy 
Thursday Agapé / Supper, All Souls’, and so on. We had a wonderful Easter celebration in 
‘19 and hosted a great CTiE Good Friday service as well as quiet reflections at the Cross that 
day. Christmas was mega again this year (2019) and saw a huge amount of people come 
through our doors for our many and varied services including an Informal Nativity Service, 2 
Christingles on Christmas Eve, Carols by Candlelight, Midnight Communion and Communion 
on Christmas morning. Three different schools also had nativities in our All Saints’ Church 
Building and Ian led a Christingle at another. The uniform groups had their annual 
Christingle and it was noted that we didn’t really drop in numbers much for Carols by 
Candlelight even though the Spitfire Band and associated guests weren’t able to come. 
Carols were sung at Fleming House. Once again, lots of our oranges and sweets were kindly 
donated, and Margaret B, Dot, Wendy, Margaret H and Julie (I think) built the first load of 
Christingles ready for the Uniformed-Groups service, whilst Kayleigh Y organised a 
Christingle Orange building party after an 11 o’clock service ready for Christmas Eve. 
 
In March 2020 Covid arrived and things changed dramatically. Our 8am broadly became a 
9am Telephone service, 9.30 and 11 turned to Zoom and Facebook, as did a few other 
services. During that time. I particularly remember a really interesting Passover Supper on 
Zoom led by Jo Blower showing us how its done by the Jewish community in Israel.  In the 
Summer we were able to open our buildings again for services but with many restrictions 
and guidelines in place. largely the 9.30 and 11 were offered in person, on Zoom and via 
Facebook. The Telephone Service remained throughout and still does. August saw us joining 
together for a joint service at 10.30 each week.  In September the 9.30 went back to both All 
Saints’ and Zoom and the 11 O’clock met outside St Francis for ‘Church on the Green’ where 
we enjoyed a live band again. It was great to see Grace D (who has been largely housebound 
for a few years now) enjoying the service on a chair by her front door. This was a great 
success and especially appreciated by our families with young children. We are now back to 
both 9.30 and 11 back at All Saints’, ZOOM and Facebook. Flowers, candles, brass cleaning, 
choir and organ tuning are reappearing in our All Saints’ building. Sam has been doing a 
virtual choir through lockdown, which has been accessed via our website.  
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We are very lucky to have a Vicar with sufficient knowledge, skills and vision to help us 
deliver all the above services and more. It exhausted him but he is happy. 
 

All topics from ‘Operations Summary’ to ‘Services’ were prepared by Sue Fletcher 
Chair of Operations 

 
Local Mission Partners 
We are blessed to be a part of Churches Together in Eastleigh. For several years I’ve been 
acting as Secretary for this group of local churches and have been keen to try to keep shared 
worship and evangelism/mission high on the agenda. Through CTiE we were blessed to have 
been a part of ‘Church in the Square’ in July ’19 (when we met & worshipped all-together 
next to the Railway Man) and have been able to support these key local partners: 

 Eastleigh Basics Bank 
 ARK 
 Fledge 
 CAP 
 Street Pastors 
 Recovery Course 

 
The PCC are keen to ensure that we keep our giving to these local partners under review; 
wanting to increase our giving/vocal support when needed, as well as asking helpful 
questions when we see that need arise. All organisations have different seasons; particularly 
as new leaders arrive and old ones move on. One role our PCC has is to helpfully encourage 
the local mission partners to hold on to the Christian roots from which all of these 
wonderful organisations grew – something which must never be assumed nor taken for 
granted. 
 
The work that has grown out of CTiE in recent years is very impressive indeed and is 
something to give God glory and thanks for. 
 

Revd Ian Fletcher 
 

World Mission Partners 
In recent times, EPC has become much better connected with a few key world mission 
partners. Within our own congregation we have tried to support both Adrian in his role with 
‘Wings’, and also Dot in her role with ‘Friends of African Nurses’. The trips that Andrew & 
Kate Ross have made (in which they share their range of expert knowledge with 
communities in the developing world) have also proved to be helpful stimulation to many at 
EPC to consider how we can better serve the wider world. 
 
In addition to the home-grown worldwide connections, EPC’s relationships with Jo Blower 
(who works as a translator with an Israel-based mission organisation) and Naomi & Luis 
Aquino (who serve as medical missionaries in Guatemala) have grown considerably. Not 
only have we been able to give the Aquino’s some much-needed financial support, but we 
have been able to pray regularly for Jo and the Aquinos. Interestingly, even though we have 
tried to support them, they have all been a great blessing to EPC. Jo has helped many of us 
better appreciate the Jewish roots of our faith in Christ, and the Aquinos regularly supply us 
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with helpful updates of what is going on in other parts of Christ’s Church. Through regular 
news updates, finance, prayer, visits (when possible!), and many other means, I sincerely 
hope that EPC’s commitment to worldwide mission will continue to develop in the years 
ahead. As it does, I’m sure that we will be as blessed as those we seek to support. 
 

Revd Ian Fletcher 
 
 
Final Words from Ian 
The above reports describe much of the formal activity that has taken place in the life of 
EPC since our APCM in 2019. What the reports don’t record is the countless ‘phone calls, 
friendly chats, shared-meals, acts of love and kindness, words of encouragement and all 
manner of other good things that take place every week in the life of this parish church. As a 
church family, we have been taught in the Bible to ‘not give up meeting together’ and to 
‘spur one-another towards love & good deeds’ (Hebrews 10:24/5). Likewise, we’ve been 
encouraged to ‘diligently search the Scriptures’ (Acts 17:3) and to ‘build one another up in 
love.’ (1Thess 5:11). These are all aspects of church family life that have grown in recent 
times. Our APCM gives us an opportunity to give thanks to God for the growth that He has 
given, and also to put in place some helpful aids towards future health & growth. Whatever 
your role has been in the life of this parish; past, present, or future; thank you. To God be 
the Glory, great things he has done! 
 
During Lent 2020 we spent some time as a whole church family thinking about vision and 
asking God to help us plan effectively for the future of EPC. During this year’s APCM I plan to 
begin sharing some concrete steps forward that I’d like us to begin taking – all of which flow 
directly out of the 2020:Vision Process (and the Vision Day on Palm Sunday 2020 in 
particular). These future plans will involve a bit of ‘trellis work’; some new construction and 
maybe a bit of rearranging some existing ‘trellis’ too. As we give thanks to God for all He’s 
done and begin talking about the future at today’s APCM, let’s keep God’s vision for His 
Church in mind: 
 
 

“I am the vine; you are the branches. 
If you remain in me and I in you, you will bear much fruit; 

apart from me you can do nothing.” 
John 15:5 

 
--- 

 
This concludes the Report for APCM 2020. What follows is a separate item that seeks to 
describe an important legal change to EPC that took place earlier in 2020. 
 

--- 
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1. Introduction 
During 2020, there was a change in the legal status of Eastleigh Parish Church. This 
document aims to explain what that change was, and why it took place. 
 
 

2. The Reason for the Change 
When the income of any Church of England (CoE) parish exceeds £100,000 in a year, that 
parish is obliged to apply to the Charity Commission of England and Wales to become an 
independent charity. (CoE parishes whose income is less than this remain under the 
‘umbrella’ of the charity registration of their diocese.) 
 
The income of Eastleigh Parish has significantly increased in recent years, and as such we 
have been through the necessary process of registering as an independent charity. On 21st 
May 2020 the PCC of the Ecclesiastical Parish of Eastleigh (also known as Eastleigh Parish) 
became a Registered Charity in England and Wales, number 1189594. Full legal details of 
the charity can be found here. 
 
 

3. Our Name 
When registering with the Charity Commission we were obliged to use a pre-set legal form 
for our name. Our legal name is “The Parochial Church Council of the Ecclesiastical Parish of 
Eastleigh”. 
 
In practice, we go by the name, “Eastleigh Parish Church” or “EPC”. 
 
The names “All Saints’” and “St Francis’” refer to 2 of the 3 buildings that we operate within 
our parish. Our 3rd building is known as the “All Saints’ Hall” (or sometimes “The All Saints’ 
Meeting Room”). 
 
 

4. The Purpose of EPC: Our Charitable Objects 
In order to register with the Charity Commission, all charities must detail what their 
‘objects’ are. The ‘objects’ of any charity are a simple description of what the charity is for.  
 
Our main ‘object’ is, “Promoting in the Ecclesiastical Parish the Whole Mission of God.” 
Using formal Charity Commission language, we can say that our main aims are primarily 
focused on the advancement of religion, which is recognised as a charitable purpose having 
public benefit. 
 
This includes the prospect of EPC being involved in any or all of the following activities: 

• Making grants to individuals 

• Making grants to organisations 

• Providing buildings facilities & open space 

• Providing services (not just church services, but general help too) 

• Providing education, advocacy, advice & information 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/charity-commission
https://apps.charitycommission.gov.uk/Showcharity/RegisterOfCharities/CharityFramework.aspx?RegisteredCharityNumber=1189594&SubsidiaryNumber=0
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Our registration with Charity Commission makes it clear that all regular public worship is 
provided free of charge and is open to all. In addition, the PCC’s activities as listed above 
have further public benefits. For example: 

• Teaching and taking school assemblies offer advancement of education which is 
recognised as a charitable purpose having public benefit 

• Donations to other charities and our own projects provide public benefits in the 
relief of poverty and need, whether within or outside the ecclesiastical parish, often 
for minority groups with particular needs such as the elderly 

 
 
Further formal description of EPC recognises that as a Christian charity we provide: 

• Places of worship in the Parish of Eastleigh (as defined by Diocese of Winchester) 

• Education advancing the religion 

• Education about the religion 

• Pastoral care 

• Outreach 

• Missionary & evangelistic services 

• Maintenance of buildings used for religious practices 

• The conducting of religious ceremonies 

• Awareness-raising of religious beliefs & practices 
 
 

5. Who Does the Charity Aim to Serve? 
All charities registered in England & Wales are expected to identify the geographical area 
that they intend to primarily focus their work upon. As a CoE parish church, we have a 
particular geographical region in view. Likewise, the specific age group(s) a charity is aiming 
to reach must be stated. Our charity’s founding documents state that, “We help the general 
public / humankind, specifically but not limited to children & young people, the elderly & old 
people, people with disabilities, other charities or voluntary bodies, people living in a 
specified geographic area (specifically Hampshire) & adherents of a specified religion.” As 
you can see, this description gives us great freedom, but does lead us towards a focus on 
the people – of all ages - who live in the parish of Eastleigh. 
 
We are committed to serving all people, regardless of their adherence to the Christian faith. 
 
 

6. Our Constitution 
Any healthy organisation will have an agreed way of operating and making decisions. These 
processes are known as ‘a constitution’. As a part of the Church of England we are subject to 
The Parochial Church Councils (Powers) Measure 1956 as amended and the Church 
Representation Rules (as amended). The details of how we appoint officials and conduct our 
business can be found in the latest version of “The Church Representation Rules” which can 
be bought as a printed book or read online here. 
 
 

 
 

https://www.churchofengland.org/more/policy-and-thinking/church-representation-rules
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7. Our Ethos, or, Why Does our Charity Exist? 
The above sections give a very general description of ‘what’ the EPC charity is for, but they 
don’t explain ‘why’ this particular charity exists. The ‘what’ of the charity can be 
summarised by the ‘objects’, and the ‘why’ of the charity can be summarised by an ethos 
statement. 
 
This is the ethos statement of Eastleigh Parish Church: 
 

“The Benefice of Eastleigh (in the Church of England Deanery of Eastleigh and Diocese of 
Winchester) is part of the One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic Church, worshipping the one true 

God; Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The Benefice of Eastleigh professes the faith uniquely 
revealed in the Holy Scriptures and set forth in the catholic creeds, which faith the Church is 

called upon to proclaim afresh in each generation. 
 

All activities and operations of The Benefice of Eastleigh will adhere to this ethos.” 
 
The above ethos statement might also be referred to as our ‘Statement of Faith’. The 
wording of our ethos statement is taken directly from the ‘Preface to the Declaration of 
Assent’ which is set out in Canon C 15 of the Canons of the Church of England. (A ‘canon’ is 
another word for ‘rules’ or ‘body of information’). 
 
 

8. Summary & Conclusion 
Although Eastleigh Parish Church is blessed to have 3 buildings we can call our own (St 
Francis; All Saints’; All Saints’ Hall), it is not the buildings that define ‘who we are’ as an 
organisation or charity. Our: 

a. Charitable Objects (see sections 4 & 5 above);  
b. Constitution (see section 6 above), and; 
c. Ethos Statement (see section 7 above); 

are the 3 key legal ways of describing the nature and purpose of the independent charity 
known as Eastleigh Parish Church and registered with the Charity Commission of England 
and Wales as number 1189594. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://www.churchofengland.org/more/policy-and-thinking/canons-church-england/section-c

